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The Earth has come across several changes naturally. But evolution
of man within himself through science and technology without

awareness - vevegam has caused infinite distractions, pollutions and
damages to the Earth. Physically, mentally man is not worried to care

the nature and his own being. Today the discrimination among the

people is very bad. Rich - poor, educated - uneducated, religions,
caste, language, communal emotions and many other factors have not changed. May be we have

changed externally. We are sitting near any one in a bus but not able to accept all. Fights among the
families, states, nations, castes are forever unless we become aware about the truth.
Behalf of Mahakavi's death anniversary day [September 11, 2012] we are offering this translation to
this whole human community to think a while about the truth hidden within us. The individual harmony
in a family must be expanded as Global harmony. This article is also supportive and authentic to Uni5
a spiritual concept which has been getting presented to the public. Om sakthi!
Mahakavi Bharathiyar writes,
'' Several noble souls have born all across the Earth and served this human community. They all have
conveyed the single message to us. They have offered the wisdom through realization of the truth. By
this alone man can become a good being on the Earth! So I am writing the truth said by several
great persons like treading several gems in a single string. So I am also naming the article as

''Rathna Kalanjiyam'' - Store house of gems. I request people of the state to spend some time to
read this and think! Be dedicated while reading!
Voice from Telugu Desam [Andra Pradesh]
Srimaan Vaymanna Kavi says,
''Why you are erecting huge temples out of granites? Try to search for the truth - God within you! Do
not get distracted from that spiritual exercise!''
Voice from Belur mut - Kolkatha

Swamy Vivekanadha says,

''The so called primordial truth - Paramathma or Bhramam or Consciousness is hidden in your
knowledge! Try to observe the external world and link the same pattern within yourself. This will help
you to understand the same pattern by which you can see the truth. Good actions, unconditional love,
Yoga to maintain good health, wisdom through spiritual exercises can make you to realize the truth.

By this alone we can get liberated from sorrows of life. This is called ''Dharma''. Religions, rituals,
blind devotion to god in temples, blind principles are secondary. They never help you!''
Voice from USA
Emerson says,

''It is very difficult for me to see the truth inside people. This is because they have shut the doors of
the shrines within them self and gossip about others and their religions!''
Emerson's follower Thoro says,

''It is very funny to see people accepting old blind concepts but not the present discoveries and
thoughts. People are also against science!'' [But this trend has been changed today [2012]''
Voice from China
Sen Dasay Sung says,
''Do not believe a religion which is there for a long time. That may not be true. That religion may not
show you the truth. Truth is apart from this. People must know more about the self-truth to live. Try
to understand and accept the universal laws. We need not blindly believe what our ancestors believed
and performed. Do we wear the same clothing which we were wearing when we were a child?''
Voice of Dakshineshwar Kali temple - Kolkatha
Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsar says,
''Do not trust and go to people who do magic against nature! They cannot help you to know the truth!
The truth is the light of wisdom which is prevailing in every object!''
Voice of Russia
Leo Tolstoy says,
''Understand the essence of truth! Do not be blind in following principles. Bu this we can know the
universal truth and pattern''
Voice of Egypt
Very ancient scholar Hermes says,

''What is God?

It does not have a physical body, frame work, shape but at the asme time it is not just a nun living
thing like stone.It cannot be simply understood by the senses. God is the life of universe.''
Voice of Tamil Nadu
Pattinathaar [10 A.D] says,
''This truth is omnipresent in all 8 directions and projects into 16 angles of the whole universe.''
Thayumaanavar [15 A.D] says,
''The truth - God is pure wisdom with awareness''
Namalwar [7 A.D] says,

''The truth - God is omnipresent in space - fire - wind - water and land and took the forms of all
beings in this universe''
Voice of India
Rig vedham says,
''Universal truth is one! Scholars have expressed that in various forms to make the common man to
understand the wholistic truth''
All religions are real and they convey the same truth. So do not discriminate among ourselves. All are
worshipping only one truth. We need to accept every one like accepting the modern science and
techniques which is being invented in any part of the Earth. Secularism - brotherliness and liberation
has to be practiced!''
OM SAKTHI!
Madras, September 3rd, 2012

